MLT provides the roadmap, coaching, hard and soft skills, and door-opening relationships that transform high-potential minority talent into high-impact leaders. MLT’s MBA Prep Program prepares African Americans, Hispanics, and Native Americans to apply to major business schools and successfully navigate the corporate recruiting process once admitted. The MBA Prep experience includes two years of personalized coaching and five in-person seminars where participants enhance their skills and build relationships with business school admission officers and recruiters from 60+ top corporations and social sector organizations. In addition, Fellows receive mentoring from MLT alumni, participate in high-impact volunteer leadership activities, and connect with organizations which provide GMAT preparation. 98% of MLT Fellows were admitted to business school in 2013. MLT has been featured on CNN’s Black in America 2, on the cover of Fortune, on NPR, and in the Wall Street Journal and Businessweek.

APPLY to the MBA Prep Program by December 1 (Round 2).

Miguel Walker, MBA 2012, NYU - Stern
Management Leadership for Tomorrow MBA Prep Fellow 2010

“The MLT experience not only helped me to achieve my professional goals, but perhaps more important, connected me to a network of smart, dynamic, and committed peers who have become lifelong friends. MLT in one word was: TRANSFORMATIVE.”